
Auto radio 

Analog receiver that allows to tune radio stations available in a specific FM coverage 

area or region 

 

Webradio devices 

Digital receiver that allows to exclusively tune web-only radio stations, using and 

Internet connection 

 

Mobile phone (FM, Internet Radio) 

Analog and digital receiver that allows to tune radio stations available in a specific 

FM coverage area or region and o exclusively tune web-only radio stations, using 

and Internet connection 

 

Tablets (Radio apps) 

Digital receiver that allows to exclusively get web-only radio stations, using and 

Internet connection and mobile  

applications 

 

Digital receiver (eg., DAB) 

Digital receiver that allows to exclusively get digital audio broadcasting radio stations 

 

Streaming 

To distribute media files over the Internet, a streaming software is required. This 

distribution is called webcast, and it canbe on demand or live. Radio stations today, 

broadcast over the internet, distributing a single content source to simultaneous 

listeners. Streaming is used to easier the download and play content, allowing to 

listen to the files while downloading them. Some examples of streaming software 

include PeerCast; Flash Media Server; Wowza Media Server; Flumotion Streaming 

Server; Firefly; Windows Media Services; Broadwave; SHOUTcast 

 

Webradio 

Also know as Internet radio or online radio is a audio transmitting service using the 

Internet and streaming  

technology to generate real time audio, reason why most FM radio stations use it to 

broadcast their FM programming in real time. 

Nevertheless, I prefer to call webradio to those audio projects that are only using 

streaming the Internet and streaming technology to generate real time audio and 



online radio or Internet radio to the FM radio stations that use the  Internet and 

streaming technology to broadcast their FM programming in real time.  

 

Online Radio 

online radio or Internet radio to the FM radio stations that use the  Internet and 

streaming technology to broadcast their FM programming in real time.  

www.shoutcast.com/ 

www.onlineradiostations.com 

www.radio-directory.com/ 

 

 

Podcast 

Became quite common after the succes of iPod and referes to media files (audio or 

video) available online and downloaded using web syndication. It is non-streamed 

webcast and available on-demand 

 

web based audio content 

Today, it is possible to find and storage any kind of files. The advances in servers 

and digital storage technology led to the development of digital music and/or audio 

online libraries. We based audio content refers to this kind of services, with large 

collections of music and audio 

 

Online music playlist/web based music services 

Consumers are increasingly customizing music platforms to better suit their individual 

needs. Music listeners are downloading individual tracks and assembling their own 

sequence of songs. This process is also being replicated with the creation of playlists 

through platforms such as iTunes, Spotify and Last FM 

 

Peer-to-peer networks 

Computing or networking distribution application architecture that allows peers to 

participate, and share a portion of resources, being both suppliers and consumers of 

resources 

 

Music Portal 

Webpage that aims to have diversified music content and actual/factual information 

as well as multiple applications. Unifies different sources, presenting a broad list of 

artists, events and news, also FM radio streams, webradios and music channels. It 



can also have a costumizing section, to personalize radio stations and music 

channels, as well as applications to listen to music, create and manage playlists. 

Examples of music portals (listening): pandora; songerize; songza; ourstage; 

finetune; tagoo; purevolume; hypem; musicovery; blastro; thesixtyone. 

 

 

Radio Portal 

Webpage that aims to have diversified radio content and actual/factual information as 

well as multiple applications. Unifies different sources, presenting a broad list of FM 

radio streams and webradios.  

Examples of radio portals (listening): deezer; slacker; live 365; skyfm;di; weenradio. 

 

Music Platform or Community 

Online community that gathers users through music and offers the possibility to 

create personal playlists, using a peer-to-peer network to generate music playlists 

from each user personal library 

Examples of Music Platform or Community: last fm; imem; etree; mog; soundflavor; 

ilike; music; opsound; liveplasma; spinjay 

 

Multi-portals (music, radio, P2P, community) 

Websites that have the most diversity in formats and contents, aggregating music, 

radio stations sharing applications and files managing applications. 

Examples of Multi-portals: seeqpod; deezer; jango 

 

Music and audio library 

Web based platform that allows to manage and share music and audio content. 

Examples: faitilizer; maestro; musiplayer.fm; deezer; mp3tunes; music.anywhere.fm; 

mysongcast 

 

Kind of relation established with users 

1. Streaming (listening only websites) 

1.1 Free access (no registration and site playlists only) 

1.2 Free access with registration 

1.3 Free access with registration and the possibility to manage playlists and interact 

with other users 

2. Download (to have) 



2.1 Legal paid download with or without subscription  

2.2 Legal free download with or without advertising 

2.3 Ilegal download 

3. Upload (storage) 

 

 

 


